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cuyahoga ammonia 'A~a 2.-xls arcmit!.al.60'-1 limits. history.doc

Sreedevi - The attached files should pro.yide the information that you were looking for. The
Vvord document shows the limits history for Outfall 604 from our data systems. The Ex<.-'el file
contains s everal wasteload allocation runs that wcuk similar to our CONS\VLA model.
We had to redo,the \VIA for the Fish Passage use because we·fcmndsomp errors .in it. The
enors allocated more amm~nia loading to ArcelorMittal than should have been done. The
company used our iast (erroneous) wasteload in their analysis. lfuw:ever, the changes do .not
make any difference to the conclusionS they drew:
Our mistake in the FP allocation was to set-allocation at their PEQ concentration,
rather than ai their design limits. The first section of the spreadsheet (r{)WS l -21}.s.how the
updated Wl..J!}. results. These results are a seasonal analysis using-f;lt design limits,
Arce1orN1ittal Outfall 014 at lev.eis just above PEQ. and the remaining load allocated to
.c\rcelorM1tt:al0utfal1s 005 and02.3.

The antidegmdafion.calcwations are shOWitin_rows 65-75. These s_howthat ArcelorMittalmeets
the requirements-for a "de.minimns" increase under our rules. The 1de minimus" exclus ion
means that tb.e company does not ha:v'l! to do.a socio-economic justificat:lon, and that the
director's decision criteria do not .apply. The companydoes have to·address centralized
treatment, such as a discharge
They did i:ra,clude 1his discussion in the pennit
modification application.
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The remairii:ng rows address some 'what ifs' related
Paul Novak and I have been
running scenarios related to
lt is my
understanding that-wants some relief from nitrification requirements as a condition
for running maximum flows through the. . This may be possible as a river flow-tiered
permit condition; however. we believe that it is should be taken
·
because
the WLA for this segment is much more sensitive to
. than it .is to
ArcelorMittar s. We don't believe that the LTCP considerations should·aff-ect'this review. TI1e
load increase from .a 30l(g) variance change doesn't seem to alter-limits much at all ·
uiider these conditions.
··
Ohio Env-iron:me:utal Protection Agency Unless otherwise provided by law,
tlus: communication and my response.to itcanstitutes a public record.
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ArcelorMittal Cleveland Limits History for Outfall 604
The ammonia limits for this outfall have these effective dates:

6/76 thru 6/84:

244.9 kg/day monthly
4S9.9 kg/day daily

7/84 thru 10/01:

81.6 kg/day monthly
244.9 kg/day daily

11/01 -present

81.6 kg/day monthly (wintei}

211 kg/day $ily (w1n~r)

62A kg/day monthly (summer) ·
85.6-kg/day daily (winter)
The original limits for this outfall appear to have been BPJ limits;·they seem to have
been more restrictive than BPT. The July 19841irnitswere based_on the ori_ginal301(g)
variance. These limits were set in Ohio EP.A administrative orders, rather than the
permit, as a way of. approving the variance from our perspective. PCS may·have been
tracking BAT during this period because the BAT limits were !n the NPDES permits.

The November200.1limits were revised 301 (g) limits based on treatment level
pertormance. Th$ Jlm:its are seasonal because there was a seasonal difference fn
treatment effectiveness~ at least at that time.
Some of the loading lh:nits and production values may have changed in response to the
closure of other biastfumaces at the plant. The furnaces that discharged via Outfalls
605/0i 4 were shut dawn in the mid~1990s; th.e furnaces that discharged via Outfalls
621/027 were shut down around 2005-06.
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